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Introduction: 

What are Wind Turbine Internals? 

Internals are mechanical and electrical components integrated within wind 

turbines.  These components provide safe access to areas where installation 

and/or maintenance tasks are required during any stage along the lifecycle of the 

wind turbine. 

 

The goal of this volume is to provide information about:  

• Turbine design as it relates to Internals integration  

• Functional systems that make up internals  

• Avanti/Alimak’s market position  

• Avanti/Alimak’s internals related capabilities 
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Turbine Design: 

A wide variety of tower designs where internals are utilized exists.  Common 

concepts are described below. 

 

Steel Towers 

Steel tower design consists of cylinders (shells or cans)  

made of steel plate rolled to a circular shape and welded  

longitudinally.  Transversal welds connect such cylinders  

to form a tower section.  Each section ends with a steel  

flange.  The sections bolt to each other via these flanges.   

The bottom-most flange is connected to a foundation and  

the top flange is connected to the turbine nacelle. 

Due to transportation limitations, the largest permitted  

diameter is about 4.5 meters. 

 

Internals Interfaces with steel towers: 

Steel tower shells are calculated against extreme loads and fatigue loads. 

Most shells are dimensioned by fatigue.  Fatigue resistance of the tower is driven 

by the weld joints, both the structural welding (transverse and longitudinal) and 

the internals weldings. 

The internals weldings must never govern the fatigue resistance of the tower, 

therefore they must meet the required detail category (DC). 

 

Some builders avoid welding attachments to the tower wall by using different 

structural configurations, thereby improving the fatigue resistance of the tower. 

Siemens design hangs the platforms from the tower flanges. 

Vestas uses magnets for joining the ladder supports to the tower wall. 
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Precast Panels Concrete Towers 

Precast panel concrete tower design consists 

 of panels or segments made of structurally  

reinforced concrete.  

  

Each tower section is comprised of several  

panels (dovels). 

 

The panels are manufactured in a tower  

factory via the use of molds. 

 

After being transported to site, each tower  

section is preassembled and then lifted into  

place. 

 

Once all sections have been erected and joined, the tower is subjected to 

compression by means of post-tensioning cables going from the top of the 

structure to the foundation. 

 

Internals Interfaces with steel towers: 

Attachment of internals to the panels/sections is done via concrete anchors  

added after molding. 

 

The anchorage system must be carefully analyzed during the installation process 

to avoid effecting structural elements like the rebar reinforcement. 

 

There is a wide variety of concrete anchors.  Selection is driven by load capacity 

and the construction process. 

 

Mode of failure depends on the type of load, anchorage arrangement, anchor 

strength and concrete conditions (strength, cracking, age, member thickness, 

etc.). 
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Precast Rings Concrete Towers 

Precast rings concrete tower design consists  

of precast rings made of structural concrete. 

 

Rings are precast in tower factory by means  

of molds. 

 

After being transported to site, each ring is 

stacked onto the previous ring. 

 

Once all rings have been stacked, the tower 

is subjected to compression via post 

tensioning cables going from the top to the  

foundation.  

 

Internals interfaces with precast rings concrete towers 

Most of the tower internals can be preassembled in the tower factory. 

 

The attachment occurs via concrete anchors.  The types of anchors used in this 

design are cast-in anchors or inserts. 

 

Construction of a Siemens concrete tower in Iowa utilizing some of these 

concepts: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qXN1UAv1anQ 

 

Similar to hybrid concrete/steel design below. 
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Built On-site Concrete Towers 

Built on-site concrete tower designs involve cast  

in-place concrete. 

 

The construction process consists of building 5-6  

meters of tower per day. 

 

Fresh concrete is poured into the formwork segments, 

where the reinforcements have previously been  

placed.  Once the concrete hardens, the formworks 

are taken apart and lifted up to the next position to 

repeat the sequence. 

 

The tower is subject to compression via post 

tensioning cables going from the top to the  

foundation. 

 

Internals interfaces with built on-site concrete towers 

All tower internals must be assembled on-site either as the tower “grows” or 

when the construction is completed. 

 

Attachment is executed by means of concrete anchors. 

 

The construction process and the age of the concrete (and thereby its strength), is 

a detriment input for the design of the anchorage system. 
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Steel-Concrete Hybrid Towers 

Design of steel-concrete hybrid towers consists of the lower part of the tower 

being made of concrete and the upper part being made of steel. 

 

The concrete part can be precast or built on-site. 

This design utilizes multiple characteristics of other types of towers detailed 

above. 

 

Internals interfaces with steel-concrete hybrid towers 

Interfaces as detailed in other types of towers above and consistent with each 

case, concrete and steel. 

 

See the video link present under precast rings concrete tower section. 
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Tower Internals Functional Systems 

 

Platforms 

Platforms within a wind turbine tower have two main objectives. 

• They serve as a working deck for installation and maintenance operations. 

• They act as a support structure for electrical or mechanical equipment. 

 

Platforms often feature two openings, one for the service ladder and one for the 

service lift/elevator.  These two openings must be guarded to prevent personnel 

from falling down the holes.  Protective guarding may consist of a barrier 

commonly called a fence for the lift/elevator opening and a hatch (or additional 

fence) for the ladder opening.  Additionally, customers may require an opening 

for the maintenance hoist-way. 

 

Typical platform layout 

• Quantity 1 of entrance platform 

This platform aims to be the departure platform for the service lift/elevator and 

the support structure for electrical equipment. 

 

• Quantity TBD of the flange platforms 

These platform(s) are intended to be working decks for tower erection operations 

and for maintenance tasks related to joints such as in a steel tower design.  In a 

steel tower design, these platforms are used to check the flange structural bolts 

for correct torque on a periodic basis. 

 

• Quantity 1 of the landing platform 

This platform is intended to be the terminal upper destination for the service 

lift/elevator (the highest point it can go to). 

 

• Quantity 1 of the Yaw platform 

This platform is intended for use when personnel have to access the nacelle and 

yaw system for maintenance tasks.  It is above the landing platform. 
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While the setup for an onshore wind turbine tower is typical per above, electrical 

substations must be taken into account for offshore wind turbine towers. 

When onshore, an electrical substation can be nearby, but in offshore, the towers 

must contain most of the electrical equipment for power transformation and 

distribution.  For this reason, most offshore towers have additional platform(s) in 

section 1 of the tower. 
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Applicable standards for design of tower platforms 

Wind turbines - Protective measures - Requirements for design, 

operation and maintenance 
EN 50308 

Safety of machinery - Permanent means of access to machinery ISO 14122-1 

Safety of machinery - Permanent means of access to machinery – 

Part 2 Working platforms and walkways 
ISO 14122-2 

Safety of machinery - Permanent means of access to machinery – 

Part 3 Stairs, stepladders and guard-rails 
ISO 14122-3 

Safety of machinery - Permanent means of access to machinery - 

Part 4: Fixed ladders 
ISO 14122-4 

Walking-Working Surfaces. General requirements OSHA 1910.22 

Walking-Working Surfaces Guarding floor and wall openings and 

holes 
OSHA 1910.23 

Safety Standards for Floor and Wall Openings, Railings, and Toe 

boards and Fixed General Industrial Stairs 
ANSI A1264.1 

Fixed platforms, walkways, stairways and ladders. Design, 

construction and installation. 
AS/NZS 1657 

Safety of machinery - Permanent means of access to machinery GB17888-1 

Safety of machinery - Permanent means of access to machinery – 

Part 2 Working platforms and walkways 
GB17888-2 

Safety of machinery - Permanent means of access to machinery – 

Part 3 Stairs, stepladders and guard-rails 
GB17888-3 

Safety of machinery - Permanent means of access to machinery - 

Part 4: Fixed ladders 
GB17888-4 

Personal fall protection equipment - Anchor devices EN 795 

Fall protection systems criteria and practices  OSHA 1926.502  
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Service ladder system 

The service ladder is the primary means of ascending  

and descending a wind turbine tower during the  

tower erection phase and the secondary means  

if/once a service lift/elevator is installed and  

commissioned.  The ladder acts as a means of  

evacuation if the elevator stops working. 

 

Description and Function 

Ladder: Main element of the system 

 

Rigid or flexible lifeline: The ladder must have a fall  

protection device for arresting a climber if a fall  

occurs.  The two types most widely used within the  

wind industry are a rigid rail and a flexible lifeline (cable-based). 

 

Supports and brackets: Elements attaching the ladder to the tower wall and/or 

platforms.  These must be designed and configured to be able to withstand the 

worst load case scenario.  Interface elements such as welded brackets and 

concrete anchors are included in this group. 

 

Resting platforms: These are small platforms on the ladder that must occur every 

6-9 meters (depending upon the applicable standard) for allowing personnel to 

have a rest during climbing. 

 

Safety anchor points: These provide a tie-off point for various work like 

maintenance work or for use if evacuation of the service lift/elevator has to occur.  

They can also be used if needed during “double-hook” climbing.  They are 

installed on to the ladder itself. 
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Applicable standards for design of service ladder systems 

Wind turbines - Protective measures - Requirements for design, 

operation and maintenance 
EN 50308 

Ladders - Part 2: Requirements, testing, marking EN131-2 

Safety of machinery - Permanent means of access to machinery ISO 14122-1 

Safety of machinery - Permanent means of access to machinery - 

Part 4: Fixed ladders 
ISO 14122-4 

Fixed ladders OSHA 1910.27 

Occupational Safety and Health Standards – Ladders- OSHA 1926.1053 

American National Standard for Ladder – fixed – Safety 

requirements. 
ANSI ASC A14-3 

Fixed platforms, walkways, stairways and ladders. Design, 

construction and installation. 
AS/NZS 1657 

Safety of machinery - Permanent means of access to machinery GB17888-1 

Safety of machinery - Permanent means of access to machinery - 

Part 4: Fixed ladders 
GB17888-4 

Personal fall protection equipment - Anchor devices EN 795 

Fall protection systems criteria and practices  OSHA 1926.502 

Personal fall protection equipment - Anchor devices EN795 

Personal protective equipment against falls from a height  

Part 1: Guided type fall arresters including a rigid anchor line 
EN353-1 

Personal protective equipment against falls from a height  

Part 2: Guided type fall arresters including a flexible anchor line 
EN353-2 

Personal protective equipment against falls from a height  

Fall arrest systems 
EN363 

Fall protection systems criteria and practices OSHA 1926.502 

Safety Requirements for Personal Fall Arrest Systems, 

Subsystems and Components 

ANSI/ASSE 

Z359.1 
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Fences 

Fences are devices for protection against  

accidental fall or accidental access to a  

hazardous area.  Fences are comprised of: 

 

Railings: Structural frames made typically of  

hollow section profiles (aluminum or steel),  

consisting of a handrail, an intermediate rail  

(or knee-rail) and stanchions. 

 

Toe plates: Element which prevents objects  

from falling through the opening if they  

approach the edge of a hole through the  

platform.  Usually built of aluminum or steel  

plate. 

 

Fences intended to be installed around service lift/elevator openings may 

generally also be fitted with the following items: 

 

Guard-locking (or trapped-key) device: 

These devices monitor the position of 

the service lift/elevator in relation to the 

fence/platform and allow gate entrance 

to the platform when the service 

lift/elevator is positioned safely. 

 

Wirefixes: These are a support structure 

often attached to fences to help secure 

service lift/elevator tensioned guide 

ropes. 

 

Platform control box support:  Fences may be used in some cases as support for the external 

control boxes (when a service lift/elevator is provided with send/call options). 
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Applicable standards for design of fences 

Wind turbines - Protective measures - Requirements for design, 

operation and maintenance 
EN 50308 

Safety of machinery - Permanent means of access to machinery ISO 14122-1 

Safety of machinery - Permanent means of access to machinery 

- Part 4: Stairs, stepladders and guard-rails 
ISO 14122-3 

Guarding floor and wall openings and holes OSHA 1910.23 

Fall protection systems criteria and practices. OSHA 1926.502 

Safety code for elevators and Escalators (Section 5.11 - WTG 

Elevators) 
ASME A17.1-2013 

Safety of machinery - Permanent means of access to machinery GB17888-1 

Safety of machinery - Permanent means of access to machinery 

– Part 3 Stairs, stepladders and guard-rails 
GB17888-3 
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Tower Access System 

Access Stair 

The access stair is the primary means to gain access 

to the inside of a wind turbine tower from the 

ground.  Although technically not located inside the 

tower, it is commonly considered component of 

tower internals.  The access stair consists of: 

 

Main frame: Structural frame made of extruded 

profiles or plates.  It serves as support for the steps 

and landings. 

 

Steps: Horizontal surface on which a user places 

their feet to ascend or descend the access stair. 

 

Landing: Horizontal resting area situated at the end of the flight of stairs.  It is 

usually flush with the entrance platform within the tower and used to enter via 

the access door. 

 

Guard-rails: Similar elements as fences that protect against accidental fall.  The 

design may also require (or not) a toe plate. 

 

Access Door 

The access door is an element providing access to the inside of the tower and also 

acts to avoid unauthorized access to the tower (it can be locked).  It consists of: 

 

Door frame: This is the support structure for the door.  Depending on the tower 

design, it can be built of steel or concrete. 

 

Door sheet: Main body of the door 

 

Ventilation grids: Elements on the door allowing ventilation between interior and 

exterior of tower. 
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Door position locking device: Door always must contain a locking device to 

prevent a sudden closing when someone is going through it. 

 

Anti-panic lock: In case of evacuation, the door must be able to be opened easily 

without having to stop movement. 

 
Applicable standards for design of tower access systems 

Wind turbines - Protective measures - Requirements for design, 

operation and maintenance 
EN 50308 

Safety of machinery - Permanent means of access to machinery ISO 14122-1 

Safety of machinery - Permanent means of access to machinery - 

Part 4: Stairs, stepladders and guard-rails 
ISO 14122-3 

Safety Requirements for Workplace Walking/Working Surfaces & 

Their Access; Workplace Floor, Wall & Roof Openings; Stairs & 

Guardrails Systems 

ANSI/ASSE 

A1264.1-2007 

Safety and Health Regulations for Construction – Stairways and 

ladders – General requirements 
OSHA 1926.1051 

Safety and Health Regulations for Construction – Stairways and 

ladders – Stairways  
OSHA 1926.1052 

Safety of machinery - Permanent means of access to machinery GB17888-1 

Safety of machinery - Permanent means of access to machinery – 

Part 3 Stairs, stepladders and guard-rails 
GB17888-3 
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Lift Beam 

The lift beam is the support structure for 

hanging the service lift/elevator.  

It consists of the following components: 

 

Beam: A beam that is located over the service 

lift/elevator hoistway.  It is the support 

structure from which the service lift/elevator is 

suspended. 

 

Suspension lugs: The beam is provided with 

four suspension lugs where the service 

lift/elevator wire ropes are connected. 

 

Bolted joints: These points connecting the beam to the tower, usually via welded 

internals or some other anchorage. 

 
Applicable standards for design of lift beams 

The load assumptions and acceptance criteria for the design are given in the following standards: 

Safety requirements on suspended access equipment EN 1808 

Personal fall protection equipment - Anchor devices EN 795 

Safety code for elevators and escalators  

Section 5.11 - Wind turbine tower elevators  
ASME 17.1 

Safety Requirements for Personal Fall Arrest Systems, Subsystems and 

Components 
ANSI/ASSE Z.359.1 

Fall protection systems criteria and practices OSHA 1926.502(d) 
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Fall Arrest Systems 

The fall arrest system is safety components aimed at arresting an accidental fall, 

either from the ladder or from a platform or working area.  These components 

are grouped into two categories, safety lifelines and safety anchor points: 

 

Safety lifelines: Enable an uninterrupted climb along the service ladder. 

Rigid lifelines (rail) 

 

Flexible lifelines 

(steel wire) 

 

Self-retracting lifelines (steel wire 

or rope) 

 

 

 

 

 

Safety anchor points: Located in areas where an accidental fall through an 

opening could occur. 
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Applicable standards for design of fall arrest systems 

Wind turbines - Protective measures - Requirements for design, 

operation and maintenance 
EN 50308 

Personal fall protection equipment - Anchor devices EN795 

Personal protective equipment against falls from a height  

Part 1: Guided type fall arresters including a rigid anchor line 
EN353-1 

Personal protective equipment against falls from a height  

Part 2: Guided type fall arresters including a flexible anchor line 
EN353-2 

Personal protective equipment against falls from a height  

Fall arrest systems 
EN363 

Fall protection systems criteria and practices OSHA 1926.502 

Safety Requirements for Personal Fall Arrest Systems, 

Subsystems and Components 
ANSI/ASSE Z359.1 
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Lighting System 

The lighting system provides suitable levels of illumination for work area lighting, 

guidance lighting, and emergency lighting.  The lighting system is composed of 

lights, cables, cable connectors, and cable trays. 

 
Work lighting: Shall be available at locations where inspection and maintenance 

has to be carried out. 

 

Guidance lighting: Shall be installed near the (emergency) exits, hatches, and 

ladder ends. 

 

Emergency lighting: Shall be provided to ensure that personnel can evacuate 

safely if the main lighting system fails.  

 
Applicable standards for design of lighting system 

Wind turbines - Protective measures - Requirements for design, operation and maintenance EN 50308 

Integral lighting of machines 

 
EN 1837 

Lighting applications – Emergency lighting. EN 1838 

Machinery directive Directive 2006/42/EC 

Luminaires – Part 1: General requirements and tests. EN 60598-1 

Emergency escape lighting systems EN 50172 

Luminaires for emergency lighting - Part 2-22: Particular requirements EN 60598-2-22 

European Parliament and of the Council of 15 December 2004 on the approximation of the laws of 

the Member States relating to electromagnetic compatibility. 
Directive 2004/108/EC 

European Parliament and of the Council of 12 December 2006 on the harmonization of the laws of 

Member States relating to electrical equipment designed for use with certain voltage limits. 
Directive 2006/95/EC 

Degrees of Protection Provided by Enclosures (IP Code) 

 
IEC 60529 

Emergency Lighting and Power Equipment. UL 924 

Luminaires UL 1598 

Safety and Health Regulations for Construction 

 
OSHA 1926 
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Avanti’s Market Position 

 

Multiple procuring arrangements between OEM, tower manufacturer, and 

internals suppliers exists: 

1) OEM manufactures and purchases internals 

2) OEM contracts out manufacturing and supply of internals 

3) Tower manufacturer manufactures internals 

4) Tower manufacturer purchases internals from other suppliers 

 a) Tower manufacturer purchase “kits” including all materials 

b) Tower manufacturer sources items separately (level of purchase detail 

dependent on manufacturer) 

 

Suppliers like Avanti must work within 2) and 4).  In these cases, internals 

suppliers like Avanti are viewed as fabricators or “kit set suppliers”, the latter 

being more advantageous from a marketing standpoint. 

 

Design of internals is done mostly by OEMs but most tower manufacturers 

maintain at least some in-house design capabilities. 

 

Avanti’s advantage in the marketplace is an ability to design, manufacture, and kit 

all tower internals.  Very few competitors can adequately provide all of these 

services. 
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Avanti Services Offered: 

Avanti currently has the capability to design, manufacture, and kit tower 

internals. 

 

Full engineering design is currently available for the following: 

1) Platforms (Steel and Aluminum Designs) 

2) Fences 

3) Brackets welded to tower walls 

4) Ladders and supporting brackets 

5) Stairs 

6) Integration of Avanti service lifts/elevators with tower internals 

7) Integration of electrical components per customer requirements 

 

Several agreements between Avanti and customers are possible: 

1) Design – structural analysis and design per appropriate codes/standards with 

completed models and drawings 

2) Design assist – limited engineering information provided to customer 

3) Fabrication/kitting – fabrication and supply of internals (no design) 
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Avanti Service that are Outsourced: 

• Cutting (laser) of plate is an outsourced operation.  Platform plates are 

typically laser cut and etched by third party vendors.  The reason for 

outsourcing this is currently the laser that was present in Tianjin (now 

closed) is being moved to Shanghai.  It may be an in-house operation in the 

future. 

• Galvanizing of steel pieces is an outsourced operation.  Steel pieces are 

typically galvanized by third party vendors.  The reason for outsourcing this 

is due to environmental and logistics cost considerations. 

• Cutting Wire Rope for Service Lifts/Elevators to length is an outsourced 

operation.  It is sourced to our wire rope suppliers.  The reason for 

outsourcing this is that for liability concerns our vendors can provide 

certifications with each cut wire rope. 

• Punching of steel or aluminum pieces is an outsourced process.  The 

reason for outsourcing this to third party vendors is cost of investment in 

capital to do this in-house. 

• Complex Machining is an outsourced process.  Avanti has minimal 

machining ability in-house.  The reason for outsourcing this to third party 

vendors is cost of investment in capital to do this in-house. 
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Levels of Service: 

Service provided (and revenue) decreases with higher level numbers in the chart 

below.  There is more business opportunity with Level of service 1 than with Level 

of service 2 for example. 

Service Level of service 1 Level of service 2 Level of service 3 Level of service 4 

Design 

Full design of internals 

including calculations, 3D 

model, and 

production/installation/a

ssembly drawings 

Full design of 

internals including 

calculations 

Production/install

ation/assembly 

drawings 

Design of auxiliary 

elements (lift beam, 

ladder brackets) 

Design assist 

Conceptual drawings of 

internals including 

preliminary calculations 

Sales sketches of 

internals 

Calculations for 

customer design 

elements 

Assist/provide consult 

for customer regarding 

compliance/engineering 

issues 

Fabrication/

kitting 

Full fabrication/kitting 

using Avanti created 

production drawings 

from customer 3D model 

Full 

fabrication/kitting  

Fabrication of 

aluminum/steel 

components only 

Fabrication of some 

components only 

 

The primary advantages to using Avanti for design, manufacture, and kitting: 

1) Turn-key solutions – incorporation of ladders, service lifts/elevators, and 

structural platforms 

2) Advanced structural engineering and 3D modelling capabilities; Avanti can 

provide detailed structural calculations 

3) Experience in designing per local and national Standards/Codes 

4) Experience in steel and aluminum internals and with steel and concrete tower 

shells 

5) Experience with kitting 

6) Experience in solutions for both steel towers and concrete towers 

 

Selling Avanti Services: 

Metal fabricators face high levels of competition and therefore lower margins 

when considering wind tower internals.  Offering kitting allows for higher margins 

due to higher risk.  Adding design capabilities is advantageous because it allows 

control of the manufactured goods, reduces OEM/tower manufacturer liability, 

and sets Avanti apart from the competition, illustrating competence in the 

industry that is above and beyond fabricating and kitting. 
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The Importance of Early Involvement; Internals: 

Whenever possible, a design-build-kit relationship should be developed with 

customers.  Ideally, Avanti sales team members contact tower 

manufacturer/OEM personnel as early as possible in the design process.  Tower 

manufacturer/OEM management/engineering relationships should be developed 

in order to allow Avanti to be involved in the process at an early stage. 

The following diagram indicates inputs at various stages in a wind tower design 

project.  It is critical for Avanti to be involved as early as possible. 

 
Early involvement in a project results in greater opportunity for higher revenue 

and margin.  More services can be provided if Avanti is involved in the design 

process at an early stage. 
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Getting involved late in the design process has serious negative consequences for 

Avanti.  Firstly, much coordination time is expended when a design is already 

determined, and Avanti is asked to supply ladders and/or service lifts/elevators.  

This cost is usually not recoverable.  In addition, there is essentially no chance of 

offering internals design because changing designs is likely more costly for tower 

manufacturers/OEMs.  The same is true for offering supply of internals 

(fabrication only) when a tower manufacturer already has a supplier – the cost to 

change suppliers is high. 

 

Example Projects: 

Steel Towers 

GE Offshore Tower (Block Island Project) 

• Integration of ladder, rack & pinion elevator (Pegasus), fences, platforms 

GE Offshore Tower (Merkur Project) 

• Integration of ladders and rack and pinion elevator, fences and aluminum 

access ladders 

Gamesa G5X, G8X and G9X towers 

• Integration of fences and Avanti elevator Shark (wire guided) 

Acciona T92 

• Integration of wire guided elevator, ladder system, fences, and platform 

design 

Vestas, Goldwind, Siemens, Repower, Suzlon, Alstom, Hyundai, Samsung, 

Impsa….. 

• Integration of climbing ladder with Avanti fall protection, Avanti service 

lifts/elebators, climb assistance, and fences 

 

Concrete Towers 

WTT concrete tower – Siemens Project in Iowa 

• Design and drafting of full-package of tower internals with WTT 

Inneo 80mts 

• Integration of climbing ladder, power cables ladder, and climb assistance 

• Calculations 
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Alstom T100 

• Integration of climbing ladder with Avanti fall protection and rack and 

pinion Pegasus 

Alstom & Freyssinet tower 

• Integration of wire guided service lift/elevator, ladder system, fences, 

platform design 

 

Hybrid Towers 

Alstom T122 (Vartinoja Project, Finland) 

• Integration of Dolphin 

• Design of full package of internals for built on-site concrete tower: Fences, 

ladder system, platforms, and beam 

• Active participation on the definition of the installation sequence in field, 

fully compatible with the tower construction process 

Gamesa G10X tower 4.5W 

• Integration of service lift and fences 

 

Conclusion 

*Avanti can provide turn-key solutions for tower internals providing design, 

manufacturing, and kitting. 

*Avanti can provide complete integration solutions comprising internals + service 

lifts/elevators. This “full-package” development ensures a high level of reliability 

and reduces the design errors due to design iterations with customers and third 

parts.    

*Avanti must sell its design-build-kit capabilities.  Providing all three of these 

services removes liability from the customer and provides the opportunity for 

higher revenue and margin for Avanti. 

*It is critical for Avanti to be involved in the tower design process as early as 

possible. 

*The opportunity for higher revenue and margin decreases the later Avanti gets 

involved in projects. 
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Revision Notes: 
• Q4 2019: First revision created, split off from single volume R06 

 




